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Abstract
The objective of the present study is to evaluate the specific
absorption rate (SAR) within homogenous spherical head
model of diameter 200 mm exposed to the radiation of ISM
band based Patch antenna. The present design of Patch
antenna has compact in structure and occupying area
72.54x72.54 mm^ (2). Designed Patch antenna has simulated
on CST tool using FR-4 lossy material with dielectric constant
4. 6 and provided the bandwidth approximate to 590 MHz at
resonant frequency of 2.45 GHZ. In this research work a
homogenous spherical head model developed with two
different dielectric material including Glass shell and tissue
equivalent dielectric respectively. On the other hand effects of
Patch antenna to spherical head model in term of SAR
investigated at various distance. All simulation are done by
taking different distances between antenna and head model
including 20mm, 4mm and 2mm. Moreover the SAR limit is
calculated by using IEEE/IEC62704-1 std. Biological effects
are not predicted directly; therefore we measure the stored
(dissipated) energy inside human head model in term of SAR.
Knowing the value of SAR, we fixed the biological effects on
human head model.

mobile phone, Wi Fi devices and Radio frequency based
electronic devices that are very close to biological object,
have a significant effect on the biological object. 2.45 GHz
based patch antenna mainly used in ISM band and typically
fixed in near to biological object [3].

What the SAR Is?

Dosimetry established relation between environmental energy
to stored biological energy. External electromagnetic field
significantly perturb the biological object and produce internal
electromagnetic field inside biological object. Induced internal
field may change the physical parameter of biological object
like conductivity and temperature [6]. SAR is define as “the
time derivative of the incremental energy (dW) dissipated in
an incremental mass (dm) contained in a volume element (dV)
of a given density (ρ)”.
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SAR measure in Watt per Kg
SAR is directly related to induced internal electric field and
shown as

Introduction

𝑆𝐴𝑅 =

SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) is a Dosimetry parameter and
basically used to measure “how much energy stored inside
biological object (dielectric material)” [1]. In modern era of
technology, millions of electromagnetic devices are present in
our environments and all emit a certain amount of energy.
Biological object behaves as a dielectric at radio frequency
and have potency to store some amount of energy [2]. When
devices are present in far field from biological object, have no
significant radiation effect to biological object. But like

𝜎𝐸 2
𝜌

(2)

Where 𝜎the conductivity of biological is object in (S/m) and 𝜌
is the mass density in kg/m3 [1-2]. Communication based
electronic compliance are also restricted by SAR limit which
is specified by standard organization like ICNIRP, WHO and
IEEE. The specified limit of SAR is 1.6 W/Kg in a 1 gram
averaging mass is fixed by IEEE C95.1: 1999 standard.
Further the specified limit is updated to 2 W/kg in a 10 gram
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averaging mass in IEEE C95.1: 2005 standard. In general, the
SAR value is influenced by various parameters such as,
radiation patterns of the antenna, radiated power and antenna
types, antenna positions relative to the human body [2].

Substrate

𝜀eff

t

Introduction to Patch antenna

Patch Antenna is type of low profile antenna and concerned
with size, weight, ease of installation, and performance.
Modern printed circuit technology is profoundly used in
manufacturing of patch antenna and makes manufacturing
cost low. There are various advantage of Patch antenna like
robust in nature, compatible with MMIC designs and versatile
in terms of resonant frequency, pattern, polarization and
impedance. Like advantage Patch antenna have also some
disadvantage including Low efficiency, low power, high
Quality factor, spurious feed radiation and very narrow
frequency bandwidth. Modern Printed circuit technology is
the Factor which offers the importance in the field of VLSI
[4].

Designing of Patch antenna
Designing of Patch antenna is highly versatile in nature
because, designing of patch antenna totally depends upon
application. In general Patch antenna structure looks very
similar to sandwich, where a dielectric sheet (substrate)
merged between the two metallic planes. The width of
substrate and Patch must in range of 0.003𝜆0 ≤ ℎ ≤ 0.05𝜆0
and 𝑡 ≪ 𝜆0 respectively to provide maximum radiation pattern
normal to patch, where 𝜆0 the free space wavelength. In
general length of Patch (L) is in range of

𝜆0
3

<𝐿<

𝜆0
2

.

Various kind of numerous substrates used in antenna
designing and his dielectric value usually in the range of2.2 <
𝜀𝑟 < 12.The radiating elements and the feed lines are usually
photo etched on the dielectric substrate.

h

W

Fig 2: Patch antenna Top View [4]
Related Parameter
Effective Dielectric constant 𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 , Effective width and length
(W) and resonant frequency (𝑓𝑟 ) are the main parameter that
contain sufficient information to design Patch antenna.
A. Effective Dielectric constant
In patch antenna, length and width of patch is finite and
very similar to capacitor structure. Induced field between
ground plane and patch at the edge of patch undergo fringing.
For square patch the fringing effect is the function of length of
patch (W), height of substrate (h) and dielectric constant of
substrate(𝜀𝑟 ). We can’t reduce the fringing totally because its
influence the resonant frequency of antenna. To reduce the
fringing effect the ratio of length to height of substrate must
𝑊
be greater than one (
≫ 1) and 𝜀𝑟 ≫ 1[1]. Field lines must
ℎ
propagating through somewhat in air and remaining in
substrate and produce nonhomogeneous lines of two different
dielectric. Since field line face two dielectric, introduced
effective dielectric constant.
𝜀eff =

𝜀𝑟 +1
2

+

𝜀𝑟 −1
2
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(3)
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The value of effective dielectric constant is in range of 1 <
𝜀eff < 𝜀𝑟 .
L

B. Effective width and length (W)
Introduced Patch is square type therefore we only introduced
one dimension of patch. The effective length of patch is given
as

h
x
Patch

y

W

Where ∆𝐿 is the extended length of patch antenna and written
as
∆𝐿 = ℎ(0.412

Substrate

Fig 1: Patch antenna [4]

Ground Plane

(4)

𝐿eff = 𝐿 + 2∆𝐿
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(5)

C. Resonant Frequency (𝒇𝒓 )
Resonant frequency is the function of patch dimension
(length) and defines with a particular mode of wave
propagation. We mainly considered the TM010 mode
𝑣

fr = 2𝐿 0𝜀

√ 𝑟
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TABLE 1: Value of Parameters to design Patch antenna
Parameters
Length of Ground Plane
Length of Patch
Thickness of Patch
Thickness of substrate
Gap between feed and patch
Length of Feed line
Width of Feed line

in mm
72.54
36.27
0.035
1.6
1
4.8
2.932

Material used in simulation of Patch antenna substrate is FR-4
lossy dielectric with dielectric constant 4.6 and loss tangent
0.02. Annealed copper use for Patch and Ground plane
designing.

Fig 3: Voltage standing wave ratio

Simulated result of Patch antenna

Fig 4: Energy distribution inside antenna (front view)

Fig :. Layout of simulated Patch antenna

Fig 5: Energy distribution inside antenna (Top view)

Fig 2: Scattering Parameter of Patch antenna

Fig 6: Far field
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Fig.2 shows the scattering parameter of patch antenna and it is
responsible to decide the Operating bandwidth of antenna.
Minimum operating frequency and upper operating frequency
are respectively found to be 2.395 GHz and 2.45 GHz and
between these frequency, maximum power to be
transferredFig.3 shows the VSWR of antenna and minimum
found to be at frequency of 2.45 GHz. Minimum VSWR is
shows maximum delivered power. Fig 4, 5 and 6 are shows
the distribution of energy inside dielectric of antenna and it
found to be maximum distribution of energy around side walls
of antenna and minimum energy distribution are found at mid
of patch.

Possible Mechanism for Biological effects [7]
Electromagnetic wave passes through the biological object;
the behavior of biological object totally depends upon
frequency of wave and conductivity of object. At 2.45 GHz
the biological object behaves as a dielectric and has potency
to stored, energy. The amount of stored energy determined
the alteration in biological structure.
Alteration of structure is possible with two ways;
(i) The stored energy seemingly should be greater than KT to
selected particles (subpart of cells) where K is the
Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature. This
approach mainly focused to change in temperature.
(ii) The stored energy is enough to alter the bonding of tissue
and change the conductivity of tissues.

Fig 7: Spherical homogenous human head model of 200 mm

SAR ANALYSIS AT VARIOUS DISTANCES
In this section we discussed about SAR calculation at various
distance between the Patch antenna and the homogenous head
model.

Head Modeling

Human head modeled by using two different dielectric
material including Glass cell and tissue equivalent material
respectively. Glass cell with dielectric value of 4.59 and tissue
equivalent material with dielectric constant 39.2 are used.
Modeled head has diameter of 200 mm, where Glass cell used
as upper boundary of head with thickness of 5 mm and tissue
equivalent material with 95 mm radius.

Fig 8: SAR distribution to head model at 20 mm

Table 2: Properties of the tissue-equivalent dielectric used for
the spherical head model [5]
Tissue equivalent
material

Glass shell
Frequency
(MHz)
859
900
1900
2100
2300
2400
2600

Relative
Permittivity
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.6

Conductivity
Relative
𝜎(𝑆/𝑚)
permittivity
𝜀𝑟
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

41.5
41.5
40.0
39.8
39.5
39.2
39.0

Conductivity
𝜎(𝑆/𝑚)
0.90
0.97
1.40
1.49
1.67
1.80
1.96

Fig 9: SAR distribution to head model at 2mm (Front view)
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Table 3: One gram SAR and ten grams SAR distributions
(w/kg), inside the tissue-equivalent material, for the antenna
placed at various distance from head model
Gap
between
head
model and
antenna in
mm

Fig 10: SAR distribution to head model at 2mm (side view)

Frequency in Hz
At 2.45 GHz

At 2 GHz

At 2.5 GHz

1 gram SAR
(W/Kg)

10 gram
SAR(W/kg)

10 gram SAR
(W/Kg)

20

0.00

0.00

0

4

0.01059

0.01050

*

2

0.1060

0.202

*

SAR limits recommended by the the ICNIRP, is 2 W/kg for
the 10 g head tissue and FCC, which is 1.6 W/kg averaged
over 1 g of tissue. After analyzing the all simulated result of
SAR within a human head model, there is no deleterious
effects found.

Conclusion

This paper represent the calculation and analysis of SAR over
homogenous spherical human head model exposed to nonionizing radiation source including Patch antenna. The effects
of gap distance over human head model from Patch antenna in
term of SAR with selected operating frequency of 2 GHz
,2.45 GHz and 2.5 GHz are analyzed. Moreover the SAR
value of proposed antenna at various distance found under the
safe exposure limit, therefore ISM band based patch antenna
is practically feasible.

Fig 11: SAR distribution to head model at 4 mm
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